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Abstract: In this work we study the effective Majorana mass |mee| in neutrinoless double-beta decay for the
two-zero textures of 4× 4 neutrino mass matrices in minimal extended type-I seesaw (MES) mechanism i.e (3+1)
scenario, incorporating one extra gauge singlet field S. The MES model deals with 3 × 3 (MD),3 × 3 (MR) and
mass matrix 1 × 3 (MS) which couples with the right-handed neutrinos and the singlet field S. Here only those
two-zero textures are considered which are of rank 3, thereby the number of feasible zero textures reduces to 12,
out of 15. In this work we consider the (4+4) scheme where the digits in the pair represent the number of zeros
of MD and MR respectively, along with the one/two-zero textures of MS . This formalism leads to one sterile
neutrino in eV scale. We are motivated to work on eV scale sterile neutrino for the solution to the LSND anomaly
which is still alive experimentally. We have also shown the |mee| and Jcp plots for all the two-zero textures
considered.
1. Introduction:
In the past decade a number of neutrino experiments have been performed which confirms that neutrinos are
massive. Experiments performed in different parts of the globe has provided us with appreciable information
on mixing angles (θ12,θ23,θ13) and squared mass differences (∆m212,∆m
2
13) of three active neutrinos. Although
precise and solid information have been provided by the experimentalists, the neutrino physics world is still filled
with a number of anomalies which still strives for solutions. One such is the LSND anomaly [1], which detected
an anomalous ν¯µ− ν¯e mode corresponding to a squared mass difference of eV 2 , which cannot be explained in the
context of three neutrino paradigm. MiniBooNE experiment [2],Gallium Solar neutrino experiment [3, 4], reactor
neutrino experiment [5] and cosmological observations also confirmed similar departures. All these anomalies
hint towards the existence of an additional light sterile neutrino.
The basic Standard Model extensions include the existence of right-handed Majorana neutrino which is used to
explain neutrino masses via type-I seesaw mechanism. There are a number of ways in which the Standard Model
of particle physics can be extended to include the light sterile neutrinos [6, 7]. The minimal extension to the three
neutrino scenario is the 3+1 scheme [8, 9] i.e three active neutrino and one sterile in the sub-eV and eV scale
respectively.In (3+1)scheme , similar to the three neutrino scheme, a major role is played by seesaw mechanism
for generating eV scale sterile neutrino mass by extending Type-I seesaw mechanism. This model is known as
Minimal Extended (Type-I) Seesaw Mechanism (MES),where one singlet fermion ‘S’ is added along with three
right-handed neutrinos.This results into a naturally occuring eV scale sterile neutrino without requiring to impose
any tiny Yukawa term or mass scale.
Texture zeros of neutrino mass matrices in the three active neutrino paradigm has been studied extensively in the
literature for mainly two reasons (1) reduction of number of free parameters of otherwise complicated textures of
the mass matrices leading to enhance the predictivity of the models (2)the connection with the underlying flavor
symmetry.In type-I seesaw mechanism, the zeros of the Dirac neutrino mass matrix MD and Majorana mass
matrix MR propagate to zeros of the effective neutrino mass matrix Mν . There are one/two/three/four possible
zero textures in case of 4 × 4 neutrino mass matrices but three/four zero textures of M4×4ν cannot be realised in
MES framework because it requires MD and MR to be invertible, or they should not be singular. Here texture
zeros of MD and MR under the (4+4)scheme has been considered,i.e 4 zeros of MD and 4 zeros of MR. Along
with the zero textures of MD and MR, one/two-zero textures of the 1× 3 mass matrix MS , such that the desired
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two-zero textures are realized in the M4×4ν via MES mechanism. Since the determinant of 4 × 4 MES neutrino
mass matrix vanishes, it must be a matrix of rank 3. Therefore atleast one of the active sterile neutrino has to be
massless.There exist a total of 15 viable two zero textures out of which only 12 are of rank 3.
In this work we will study the dependence of effective electron neutrino mass |mee| on the the Majorana CP phase
α by considering constrained ranges of Majorana CP phases (α, β, γ) for all the considered two-zero textures
studied in the paper [10]. We also calculate Jarlskog invariant Jcp of all the the two-zero textures considering
constrained range of Dirac CP phases (δ13, δ14, δ24).
2. Two zero textures of M4×4ν :
I The considered two-zero textures of M4×4ν of rank 3 is listed in Table 1. The zeros of M
4×4
ν in MES results
from the zeros of MD, MR and MS . In predictive cases, there are a total of 8 zeros of MD and MR, therefore the
number of possibilities we have are (4+4),(5+3) and (6+2) where the first number represent the number of zeros
of MD and the second of MR. Here the (4+4) scheme is considered as it has maximum number of zeros in the
right handed neutrino sector.
Table 1: Viable two-zero textures [11] of rank 3.Here X denotes the non-zero elements of the matrix.
A1 A2 B3 B4
0 0 X X
0 X X X
X X X X
X X X X


0 X 0 X
X X X X
0 X X X
X X X X


X 0 X X
0 0 X X
X X X X
X X X X


X X 0 X
X X X X
0 X 0 X
X X X X

C D1 D2 E1
X X X X
X 0 X X
X X 0 X
X X X X


X X X X
X 0 0 X
X 0 X X
X X X X


X X X X
X X 0 X
X 0 0 X
X X X X


0 X X X
X 0 X X
X X X X
X X X X

E2 F1 F2 F3
0 X X X
X X X X
X X 0 X
X X X X


X 0 0 X
0 X X X
0 X X X
X X X X


X 0 X X
0 X 0 X
X 0 X X
X X X X


X X 0 X
X X 0 X
0 0 X X
X X X X

3. Four zero textures of MD:
The Dirac neutrino mass matrix MD is a 3 × 3 non-symmetric matrix which has nine independent entries which
takes the following form
MD =
a b cd e f
g h i
 (1)
There are a total of 9C4 i.e 126 possible four zero textures ofMD out of which 81 four zero textures are considered
because of the requirement of nonsingular MD.
4. Four zero textures of MR:
There are 15 possible four zero textures out of which only 3 are non singular.
MaR =
0 b 0b 0 0
0 0 0
 ,M bR =
0 0 C0 D 0
C 0 0
 ,M cR =
A 0 00 0 E
0 E 0
 (2)
5. Zero textures of MS :
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MS is a 1 × 3 row matrix which couples the singlet field ‘S’ with the three right handed neutrinos. There can be
one or two-zero textures of MS . It was found that only one-zero textures of MS lead to non-vanishing entries in
the sterile sector of M4×4ν . The one zero textures of MS are given by
M1S =
(
0 s2 s3
)
,M2S =
(
s1 0 s3
)
,M3S =
(
s1 0 s3
)
(3)
The two-zero textures of M4×4R are achieved by mapping together the non-singular textures of MR, one zero
textures of MS and all 81 textures of MD. All the two-zero textures of M4×4ν are given in Table 1.
Now the effective electron neutrino mass |mee| and Jarlskog invariant JCP has been studied for all the viable
two-zero textures by following the given data in Table 2
Table 2: Best fit and 3σ values of active neutrino oscillation parameters [12] and current constraints on sterile
neutrino parameters [11, 13, 14]. Here, R? is the solar to atmospheric mass squared difference ratio.
Parameter Best Fit 3σ range
∆m221[10
−5eV 2] 7.37 6.93-7.97
∆m321[10
?3eV 2](NH) 2.50 2.37-2.63
∆m321[10
?3eV 2](IH) 2.46 2.33-2.60
sin 2θ12/10
?1 2.97 2.50-3.54
sin 2θ13/10[?2(NH) 2.14 1.85-2.46
sin 2θ13/10
?2(IH) 2.18 1.86-2.48
sin 2θ23/10
?1(NH) 4.37 3.79-6.16
sin 2θ23/10
?1(NH) 5.69 3.83-6.37
δ13/pi(NH) 1.35 0-2
δ13/pi(IH) 1.32 0-2
Rν(NH) 0.0295 0.0263-0.0336
Rν(IH) 0.0299 0.0266-0.0342
∆m2LSND(∆m
2
41) or ∆m
2
43)eV
2 1.63 0.87-2.04
|Ve4|2 0.027 0.012-0.047
|Vν4|2 0.013 0.005-0.03
|Vτ4|2 - < 0.16
6. Viability of the two-zero textures under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay and Jarlskog invariant with
the current neutrino oscillation data:
We shall consider a texture to be viable under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay if the value obtained
from the plots of |mee| shows consistency with current neutrino oscillation data and then calculate the range of
JCP for all the viable textures. We check the viability of the two-zero textures as follows. At first we calculate
the ranges of |mee| using the 3σ values of masses and mixing angles of the recent neutrino oscillation data (Table
2). We shall check the consistency of the two-zero textures under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay by
plotting against α by considering unconstrained and constrained Dirac and Majorana CP phases and similarly we
will calculate JCP by plotting it against δ13. The plots are made for both the neutrino mass ordering i.e Normal
hierarchy(NH) and Inverted hierarchy (IH). By constrained CP phases we mean that we pick up smaller ranges of
values of unknown CP phases from complete range (0 - 2pi). The textures are only considered to be viable if the
value of |mee| obtained from the plot are within the experimental range i.e the allowed value of |mee| is within
the range (0-0.1).Considering the parametrization of 4× 4 PMNS lepton mixing matrix as [15, 16] we obtain the
expressions of |mee| and Jcp as given in equation (4),(5) and (6)
〈mee〉(3+1)ν =
∣∣m1C212C213C214 +m2S212C213C214e−iα +m3S213C214e−iβ +m4S214e−iγ∣∣ (4)
〈mee〉(3+1)ν =
∣∣∣∣C214 〈mee〉3ν + S214√∆m241eiγ∣∣∣∣ (5)
J4νCP = C23S23S13C
2
24C
2
14C
2
13C12S12sinδ13 + S24S14C24C23C
2
14C
3
13C12S12sin(δ14 − δ24) (6)
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6.1. Class A:
Texture A1 and A2 has ee=0, eµ=0 and ee=0, eτ=0, respectively in 4 × 4 form(Table 1). Since |mee|=0 in the
A1 and A2 textures, therefore we donot get |mee| plot for A1 and A2 textures. Therefore the texture is not viable
under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay. Now class A allows only NH spectrum in the 3+1 scenario.
Therefore, we present only normal hierarchical case for class A.
On plotting Jcp with respect to δ13 with the CP phases running unconstrained from 0-2pi , we see that the values
of JCP is in the range (0-0.05).
It was found that when we take constained CP phases i.e γ=δ13=(0-300), β=δ24=(0-450),δ14=(1800-2250) and
α=(3150-3600), textureA1 andA2 are viable[10]. When we plot Jcp vs δ13 we get the value of Jcp=(0-0.02). Fig-
ure 1 and Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of Jcp for the textures A1 and A2 for both unconstrained and constrained
CP phases.
Figure 1: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained CP phases for the
texures A1 and A2 respectively.
Figure 2: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13.Both left and the right plot is for the constrained CP phases(δ14=(180o-
225o), δ24=(0-45o), δ13=(0-30o))for the textures A1 and A2 respectively.
6.2. Class B:
Out of four textures B1,B2,B3 and B4 of class B, only B3 and B4 are of rank 3.In our study we will consider only
the NH and IH spectrum of textures B3 and B4. |mee| plots for B3 and B4 for unconstrained and constrained
CP phases for NH spectrum are shown in the figure 3 and figure 4 respectively where the constrained ranges
of CP phases are taken to be δ24=α=(0-30o), β=(180o-225o), δ13=δ14=γ=(0-45o). Similary JCP plots for both
unconstrained and constrained CP phases for NH are shown in the figure 5 and figure 6 respectively. From figure
3 and figure 4 we have seen that texture B3 and B4 are viable under the study of neutrinoless double beta decay.
On calculating JCP , we get the range of JCP=(0-0.05) for both the textures for unconstrained CP phases and
JCP=(0-0.03)for both the textures on considering constrained CP phases for NH spectrum.
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Figure 3: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained CP phases for the
texures B3 and B4 respectively for NH spectrum.
Figure 4: Scatter plots of |mee| against α.The left plot and the right plot is for the textures B3 and B4 respectively
for the constrained CP phases where the constrained ranges of CP phases are taken to be α=(0-30o), β=(180o-
225o), γ=(0-45o) for NH spectrum.
Figure 5: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13.Both left and the right plot is for unconstrained CP phases for the
textures B3 and B4 respectively for NH spectrum.
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Figure 6: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13.The left plot and the right plot is for constrained CP phases(α=(0-30o),
β=(180o-225o), γ=(0-45o) for the textures B3 and B4 respectively for NH.
Again we study the |mee| plots for B3 and B4 for both unconstrained and constrained CP phases for IH spectrum,
shown in figure 7 and figure 8. Similarly we calculate the JCP plots for both constrained and unconstrained CP
phases for IH, shown in figure 9.
Figure 7: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained CP
phases(γ=α=(180o-225o),β=(225o-270o)) respectively for the texture B3 for IH spectrum.
Figure 8: Scatter plots of |mee| against α.The left and the right plot is for unconstrained and constrained CP
phases(α=β=(315o-360o), γ=(270o-360o))respectively for the texture B4 for IH spectrum.
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Figure 9: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13.The left plot is for the calculation of JCP for texture B3 when the CP
phases are constrained within the range δ13=(180o-225o),δ14=(225o-270o),δ24=(180o-210o) and the right plot is
for texture B4 when the CP phases are constrained within the range δ14=δ24=(0-30o), δ13=(180o-225o) for IH
For IH spectrum both texture B3 and B4 are viable under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay.We get the
value of JCP=(0-0.05) for both the textures for unconstrained CP phases and JCP=(0−0.02) for both the textures
for constrained CP phases.
6.3. Class C:
Class C consist of only one member, the class C itself. Here the scatter plots for |mee| and JCP for both NH and IH
for both constrained and unconstrained CP phases are shown. Scatter plots for mee for NH and IH are shown for
both constrained and unconstrained CP phases(δ24=α=(0-30o), β=(180o-225o),δ14=δ13=(0-45o)δ13=γ=(0-45o))
in figure 10 and figure 11. Again the scatter plots of JCP for NH are shown in figure 12.It is seen that texture C
is viable under the study of neutrinoless double-beta decay for both constrained and unconstrained CP phases for
both NH and IH spectrum. On calculating we get the range of JCP=(0-0.05) for unconstrained CP phases for both
NH and IH spectrum and JCP=(0-0.02) and JCP=(0-0.03)for constrained CP phases for NH and IH respectively.
Figure 10: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained CP phases for the
texture C for NH and IH spectrum respectively.
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Figure 11: Scatter plots of |mee| against α.Both left and the right plot is for the constrained CP phases: α=(0-30o),
β=(180o-225o), γ=(0-45o)for the texture c for NH and IH spectrum respectively.
Figure 12: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for unconstrained CP phases and
constrained CP phases (δ14=δ13=(0-45o),δ24=(0-45o))for NH respectively.
6.4. Class D:
The class D consist of two textures D1 and D2. Both NH and IH are favoured by these two textures. The |mee|
plots for NH for unconstrained CP phases and constrained CP phases for the texture D1 are shown in figure 13
where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be γ=δ13=(0-300), β=δ24=(0-450),δ14=(1800-2250) and
α=(3150-3600).For IH spectrum texture D1 is allowed for unconstrained CP phases and when the CP phases
are constrained to γ=δ24=(0-10o), δ13=δ14=(0-30o),α=(0-20o),β=unconstrained,the texture is forbidden under the
study of neutrinoless double-beta decay.For both NH and IH spectrum, texture D2 is forbidden for unconstrained
CP phases as well as for constrained CP phases. Again JCP is calculated for NH spectrum for texture D1 are
shown in figure 14.
Figure 13: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for unconstrained CP phases and
constrained CP phases respectively where the ranges of constrained CP phases are taken to be α=(315o-360o),
β=(0-45o), γ=(0-30o)for the texture D1 for NH spectrum.
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Figure 14: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture D1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be δ13=δ24=(0-
45o),δ14=(0-30o) for NH spectrum.
It is seen that for texture D1 the value of JCP is within the range (0-0.05) for unconstrained CP phases and
JCP=(0-0.03) for constrained CP phases for NH spectrum.Texture D1 is viable under the study of neutrinoless
double beta decay for NH spectrum.
6.5. Class E:
Class E consist of two textures E1 and E2. Texture E1 and E2 as they show very poor overlapping on plotting the
correlation obtained in the paper [10]. Both the textures are ruled out.
6.5. Class F:
Class F consist of three textures F1, F2 and F3. In MES mechanism the textures are restricted to only NH and IH
spectrum. Texture F1: We study the |mee| scatter plots for texture F1 for unconstrained CP phases and for con-
strained CP phases where we take the constrained ranges of CP phases to be (γ=δ24=(130o-180o),δ14=β=δ13=α=(0-
30o)) for NH spectrum shown in figure 15. From figure 16 we also calculate JCP for both unconstrained and
constrained CP phases for NH.
Figure 15: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be β=α=(0-
30o),γ=(130o-180o) for NH.
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Figure 16: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be δ13=δ24=(0-
30o),δ14=(130o-180o) for NH.
Again in case of IH spectrum, in figure17 we have shown the |mee| scatter plots for unconstrained and con-
strained CP phases, here the constrained ranges of CP phases are taken to be γ=(210o-225o),δ14=(0-30o),β=(120o-
150o),δ13=(140o-180o),α=δ24=(340o-360o).We also calculate JCP for unconstrained CP phases and the specified
ranges of constrained CP phases shown in figure18.
Figure 17: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be β=(120o-
150o),α=(340o-360o),γ=(210o-225o) for IH.
Figure 18: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be δ13=(140o-
180o),δ24=(340o-360o),δ14=(0-30o) for IH.
Texture F2: We study the |mee| scatter plots for texture F2 for unconstrained CP phases and constrained CP phases
where we take the constrained ranges of CP phases to be (γ=(315o-360o),δ14=(0-30o),β=(270o-315o),δ13=(120o-
180o),α=(0-45o),δ24=(0-360o)) for NH spectrum shown in figure 19. In figure 20 we also calculate JCP for both
unconstrained and constrained CP phases for NH.
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Figure 19: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F2 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be β=(270o-
315o),α=(0-45o),γ=(315o-360o) for NH.
Figure 20: Scatter plots of JCP against δ13. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and constrained
CP phases respectively for the texture F1 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be δ13=(120o-
180o),δ24=(0-360o),δ14=(0-30o) for NH.
Now we study the |mee| scatter plots in case of IH spectrum for texture F2 for both unconstrained and constrained
CP phases.Here we take the range for constrained CP phases to be γ=(0-100o), δ14=(0-30o), α=(0-60o), δ13 =
δ24 = β = unconstrained. |mee| plots are shown in figure 21. Similarly we calculated JCP for constrained and
unconstrained CP phases.
Figure 21: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for the unconstrained and con-
strained CP phases respectively for the texture F2 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be
β=unconstrained,α=(0-60o),γ=(0-100o) for IH.
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Figure 22: Scatter plots of |mee| against α. The left and the right plot is for NH and IH spectrum respectively
for constrained CP phases for the texture F3 where the range of constrained CP phases are taken to be β=(0-
450),α=(3150-360o),γ=(0-30o).
Table 3: Ranges of |mee| and JCP obtained for the different two-zero textures are given in the table. Textures
which are not allowed are lebelled as NA.
Texture
Range of |mee| Range of JCP
unconstrained constrained unconstrained constrained
cp phases cp phases cp phases cp phases
NH IH NH IH NH IH NH IH
A1 NA - NA - 0-0.05 - 0-0.02 -
A2 NA - NA - 0-0.05 - 0-0.02 -
B3 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.02-0.06 0-0.04 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.02 0-0.02
B4 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.015-0.06 0.05-0.1 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.02 0-0.02
C 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.02-0.06 0.06-0.1 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.02 0-0.03
D1 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.02-0.07 NA 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.03 NA
D2 NA NA NA NA - - - -
E1 - - - - - - - -
E2 - - - - - - - -
F1 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.01-0.06 0.03-0.04 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.02 0-0.02
F2 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.02-0.06 0.06-0.1 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.03 0-0.02
F3 0.01-0.06 0-0.1 0.02-0.06 0.06-0.1 0-0.05 0-0.05 0-0.02 0-0.03
We have seen that texture F2 is viable under under the study of neutrinoless double beta decay under the IH
scheme when the CP phases are constrained to the range β=α=(120o-150o),γ=(210o-225o). Similarly texture F3
is also viable under the study of neutrinoless double beta decay for both unconstrained and constrained CP phases
for NH and IH spectrum. The |mee| plot for texture F3 for unconstrained CP phases is same as fig 10 and plot for
the constrained CP phases(γ=δ13=(0-300), β=δ24=(0-450),δ14=(1800-2250) and α=(3150-3600)) for both NH and
IH spectrum are shown in fig 22. We have also calculated JCP for for texture F3.
Finally we have presented the range of |mee| and JCP of all the two zero textures in Table 3.
7. Conclusion:
In our analysis we have found that for all the textures |mee| lies within the experimental constraints. We have
presented the scatter plots of |mee| for all the textures except A1, A2 for which |mee| = 0, texture D2, E1, E2
which are not allowed by experimental constraints in the context of MES mechanism. We have also calculated
JCP for the viable two zero textures. On calculating JCP for all the textures we have seen that JCP ≤ 0.05 and
the peaks depend on δ14 and δ24. When δ14=δ24 then both the peaks are equal. Unlike the three neutrino scenario
whereby JCP = 0 for δ13 = 0, in (3+1) scheme JCP 6= 0 even when δ13 = 0.
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